
WOOD REPAIR
• Products for quick Touch-Up •



MOHAWK Touch-Up Products

WAX & KITS
Soft Wax Kit 

Hard Wax Kit 

Hard Wax Furniture Kit

Hard Wax Flooring Kit

	Contains 12 colors including white and black
	Rub the wax piece directly into the defect
	Use cloth to remove excess wax
	Easy to use
	Available as single color packs

	Contains 10 colors including white and black
	To be melted into the defect with a Battery Melting Tool
	Excess wax is removable with a chisel or a Leveling Tool
	For more durable results
	Available as single color packs

	Complete kit with Hard Wax (40 pcs) and tools
	Works on any sheen
	Very suitable for smaller damages and dents
	Quick processing
	Little to no sanding

	Complete kit with Hard Wax (20 pcs) and tools
	Works on any sheen
	Very suitable for smaller damages and dents
	Quick processing
	Little to no sanding



MOHAWK Touch-Up Products

3-IN-1 & TOOLS
3-i-1 Repair Stick

Battery Melting Tool

Leveling Tool for Hard Wax

 Marker, Wax-stick, and Leveler in one
 Same color marker and wax-stick for ideal color match
 Built-in leveling tool to ensure a smooth and level repair
 Easy to use
 Available in 15 suitable wood colors

	Easy to operate
	Uses 3 x AA batteries
	Quick warm-up
	Extra nozzle enclosed
	Integrated light

	For removal of excess Hard Wax
	The rounded edges on the Hard Wax Chisel secure no 
 damage to excisting coating/finish. 
	Made from plastic
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Brush Tip Marker

ULTRA Marker

Pro Marker

	Ready for use
	Possible to soften and blend colors
	Easy application with the practical brush tip
	4 mixed packs available (6 various colors in each pack)
	Accepts top coatings

 Full-cover marker
 Valve type tip provides fluid control
 With light-fast pigments that seal, stain, finish in one step 
 12 colors available as singles or mix packs
 High opacity and excellent light fastness (incl. UV inhibitors)

 Semi-transparent marker
 Marker with very fade resistant colors
 Good adhesion to most surfaces and resistance to polishes
 12 colors available as singles or mix packs
 Marks equally well with the edge, the bottom or the tip

WOOD MARKERS


